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GUIDE TO SHOWING BENGAL CATS
By Annie Wedge

(Updated March 2019)
 

To the novice shower, entering your first GCCF Championship cat show can be a very daunting 
experience. I hope that reading this will make it easier for you to understand how the GCCF show 
system works for the Bengal breed. I will endeavour to take you through the various stages of 
showing Bengal cats as it relates to each colour and pattern of the breed and also show you how to 
fill in the all important show entry form.
First things first. Your cat must be registered with the GCCF and transferred into your name by the 
breeder prior to 21 days before the show and must have an up to date Vaccination Certificate. 
No kitten under the age of 14 weeks can be shown. 
The GCCF have what is known as the 13 day rule. This means that you cannot show your cat with 
any organisation for 13 days before or 13 days after any GCCF show. 
If you want to show your GCCF registered cat with any other organisation then you must inform the 
GCCF by letter or email with details at least 2 weeks before the date of the show you want to enter.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

COLOURS, COAT PATTERNS & SHOWING STATUS 

Below are the Bengal colours and respective EMS Codes that have to be entered on the entry form.

Brown (Black) Spotted Bengal -  BEN n 24 (Championship status)
Brown (Black) Marbled Bengal -  BEN n 22 (Championship status)
Blue Spotted Bengal - BEN a 24  (Assessment)
Blue Marbled Bengal - BEN a 22 (Assessment)
Black Silver Spotted Bengal - BEN ns 24 (Championship status)
Black Silver Marbled Bengal - BEN ns 22 (Championship status)
Any Other Colour Eyed Snow Spotted Bengal - BEN n 24 32 (Championship status)
Any Other Colour Eyed Snow Marbled Bengal - BEN n 22 32 (Championship status)
Any Other Colour Eyed Blue Snow Spotted Bengal - BEN a 24 32 (Championship status)
Any Other Colour Eyed Blue Snow Marbled Bengal - BEN a 22 32 (Championship status)
Blue-eyed Snow Marbled Bengal - BEN n 22 33 (Championship status)
Blue-eyed Blue Snow Marbled Bengal - BEN a 22 33 (Championship status)
Blue-eyed Snow Spotted Bengal - BEN - n 24 33 (Championship status)
Blue-eyed Blue Snow Spotted Bengal - BEN a 24 33 (Championship status)

Cats are divided into seven sections at GCCF shows. Section 1, Section 2, Section 3, Section 4, 
Section 5 and Section 6. Plus Household Pets and Pedigree Pets. Bengal cats are in Section 4, which 
is divided into two categories for the purposes of Grand Champion/Grand Premier classes.
The breeds in Section 4 are as follows: -



SECTION 4 

ABY Abyssinian 
AZT Aztec (was Ocicat Classic) 
BEN Bengal 
CRX Cornish Rex 
DRX Devon Rex 
KOR Korat 
LPL LaPerm Longhair 
LPS LaPerm Shorthair 
LYL Lykoi Longhair 
LYS Lykoi Shorthair 
MAU Egyptian Mau 
OCI Ocicat 
RUS Russian 
SIN Singapura 
SNO Snowshoe 
SOK Sokoke 
SPH Sphynx 
TAI Thai 
TOY Toyger

SECTION 4 IMPERIAL CLASS – Any variety of ALL of the above breeds are eligible to enter.
SECTION 4 GRAND CLASS – Bengals will be against the following breeds:
Asian, Ocicat, Tonkinese, Bengal, Singapura, Egyptian Mau, Snowshoe.

CHAMPIONSHIP: - Brown Spotted, Brown Marble, Snow Spotted, Snow Marble, Silver 
Spotted and Silver Marble Bengals.
Championship status means that the above colours and patterns of the Bengal breed are eligible to 
be awarded Challenge Certificates (CC’s), for entire adult cats over 9 months old, or Premier 
Certificates (PC’s), for neutered adult cats over 9 months old. These CC and PC Certificates go 
towards the cat gaining the title of Champion or Premier. 

ASSESSMENT: - Blue Bengals
Assessment status means that the above colour of the Bengal breed is assessed against the Breed 
Standard as set down in the Standard of Points (SOP) laid down by the GCCF. If they adhere to this 
standard they are eligible to be awarded a Merit Certificate and each cat, whether the certificate is 
awarded or not, will also get a written assessment by the Judge given on the day. This is the first 
stage of a breed/colour/pattern being recognised by the GCCF and accepted onto the show circuit.
Merit Certificates do not go towards Titles.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



JUDGING

The cat or kitten is judged against the breed standard for the Bengal breed as laid down by the 
GCCF. This is called the Standard of Points (SOP).
Link below to The Bengal Cat Club for the GCCF Bengal Standard of Points for each colour and pattern: -
http://www.thebengalcatclub.com/breed-records.html 

The judge, who is usually assisted by a steward, gives an informed and in depth critique, taking into 
consideration every aspect of the conformation of the cat including temperament and condition.
A report is written by the judge who must decide which cats conform the closest to the SOP for the 
breed and place the cats in winning order.  The report will not be available for you to see on the day 
but will be published on the GCCF website when it has been submitted by the judge, usually around 
two weeks later, although this can vary from Judge to Judge.
Link to the GCCF website for show reports. Click on the relevant show then on the judge: -
https://www.gccfcats.org/Show-Information/Show-Reports 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

KITTENS
 

Classes are for kittens aged between 14 weeks and 9 months of age. Kittens do not gain titles but 
they are eligible to go forward for Best of Variety and Best in Show. 
Their main class is the Breed class which is divided into colour groups. Assessment status kittens, 
cats and neuters have their own classes and are not included in these classes.

BREED CLASS

In your schedule: -
BREED CLASSES – SECTION 4 – Foreign Kittens (14 weeks to 9 months old)
 

The kitten must enter their Breed Class which is sex specific and there is never combining of sexes 

in the Breed Class. The kittens are judged 1st, 2nd & 3rd in each of the male and female kitten Breed 
classes and these are judged by the same Judge who is qualified to judge that particular breed.

The kitten placed 1st in the male Breed Class, and the kitten placed 1st in the female Breed Class, 
are then judged against each other by the Breed Class Judge to be awarded Best of Breed (BOB).
The kitten awarded BOB will go forward to be judged later in the day against all the other BOB 
kittens in Section 4 and the kitten judged the best will be declared Best of Variety Section 4 Kitten. 
One or more judges will have been appointed for this task and their names will be printed in the 
show schedule. This format also applies to Adults and Neuters.
The three Best of Variety winners in Section 4, (Adult, Neuter, Kitten) will then be judged against 
each other to decide the Best Section 4 Exhibit. 
The Best Section 4 Exhibit will then be taken to the decorated Best in Show pens and be judged by 
an appointed Best in Show Judge at the end of the day to decide the Overall Best in Show. 
 

http://www.thebengalcatclub.com/breed-records.html
https://www.gccfcats.org/Show-Information/Show-Reports


MISCELLANEOUS CLASSES
In your schedule: -
MISCELLANEOUS CLASSES – SECTION 4 – Foreign Kittens
 

As well as your Breed class your show entry fee will also include up to two (sometimes three 
depending on the show) miscellaneous classes. You can enter more miscellaneous classes for an 
extra fee for each class entered. These are side classes and Judges always judge these after they 
have finished judging their allocated Breed classes which are the important certificate classes. 
In the schedule these classes will be listed under Section 4 Miscellaneous section for the Bengal 
breed. At the beginning of the schedule will be a list of what each class means. For example, Limit, 
Débutante, Maiden, Novice, Senior Junior etc. These classes and their eligibility may vary slightly 
from show to show. Further down I have listed  the various classes and what they mean as listed in 
my example in the West of England and South Wales Cat Society 2014 show schedule, though this 
is just an example and as I said, may vary for other shows. The shows will also have their own Club 
Classes which are for members only, and some shows also have classes for members of other cat 
clubs, and you have to be a paid up member of the particular club to be eligible to enter.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

ADULTS
 

Classes are for entire cats over 9 months of age. Brown Spotted, Brown Marble, Snow Spotted, 
Snow Marble, Silver Spotted and Silver Marble are eligible to compete for Titles. These classes and 
how to find them in the show schedule are as follows: -

CHAMPION

In your schedule with relevant sex and colour: -
BREED CLASSES – SECTION 4 – Foreign Adults - Bengal 
 

To gain the title of Champion your cat will require three Challenge Certificates (CC’s), from three 
different Judges gained at three different shows.
Once the title of Champion has been gained your cat will then be eligible to enter the Grand 
Champion Classes.
Champion classes are for cats that have not gained a title and is colour specific. 
(It is not permitted for titled cats to enter this class)

GRAND CHAMPION

In your schedule: -
BREED CLASSES - SECTION 4 - FOREIGN – Grand Class - AC Bengal, Ocicat, Aztec, or 
Egyptian Mau. 
 

Grand Champion classes are for cats who have gained the title of Champion.
To gain the title of Grand Champion your cat will require three Grand CC's from three different 
Judges gained at three different shows.
Once the title of Grand Champion has been gained your cat will then be eligible for the Imperial 



Grand Champion Classes.
 (It is not permitted for cats who have already gained their Imperial Grand Champion title to enter this class) 
 

IMPERIAL GRAND CHAMPION

In your schedule: -
BREED CLASSES - SECTION 4 - Imperial Class - AV Section 4 GR CH Adult
 

To gain the title of Imperial Grand Champion your cat will require five Imperial Grand CC's from 
five different Judges gained at five different shows.
This class is only for cats that have gained their Grand Champion title and your cat will be 
competing against Bengals of other colours and ALL breeds in Section 4 eligible for this class.
(It is not permitted for cats who have already gained their Imperial Grand Champion title to enter this class)

OLYMPIAN CLASSES

In your schedule: -
OLYMPIAN CLASSES  - ADULTS (always at the very beginning of the list of classes.)

The Olympian classes are new as of June 2011. They are only open to cats that have gained their 
Imperial Grand Champion title. There are three tiers to gaining Olympian titles, Bronze, Silver and 
Gold. To gain this very highest of GCCF Titles a cat must be awarded the Olympian Certificate. 
One Olympian Certificate for qualifying males in the whole show between all sections and one 
Olympian Certificate for qualifying females in the whole show against all sections will be awarded, 
with a reserve for each. At each tier of award the cat must win five Olympian Certificates at five 
different shows from five different judges before moving up to the next stage. Olympian 
Certificates can also be won at breed shows but only one per tier from a breed show will count 
towards your title.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

NEUTERS
 

Classes for neutered cats over 9 months of age. Brown Spotted, Brown Marble, Snow Spotted and 
Snow Marble, Silver Spotted and Silver Marble are eligible to compete for Titles. These classes and 
how to find them in the show schedule are as follows: -
 

PREMIER

In your schedule with relevant sex and colour: -
BREED CLASSES - SECTION 4 FOREIGN - Neuters - Bengal 
 

To gain the title of Premier your cat will require three Premier Certificates (PC’s) from three 
different Judges gained at three different shows.
Once the title of Premier has been gained your cat will then be eligible to enter the Grand Premier 
Classes.
The Premier class is for cats that have not gained a title and is colour specific. 
(It is not permitted for titled neuters to  enter this class )



GRAND PREMIER

In your schedule: -
BREED CLASSES - SECTION 4 FOREIGN - Grand Class - AC Bengal, Ocicat, Aztec, or 
Egyptian Mau. 
 

To gain the title of Grand Premier your cat will require three Grand Premier Certificates gained at 
three different shows from three different judges.
Once the title of Grand Premier has been gained your cat will then be eligible to enter the Imperial 
Grand Premier Classes.
Grand Premier classes are for neuters that have gained the title of Premier and your cat will be 
competing against Bengals of other colours and other breeds eligible for this class. 
(It is not permitted for neuters who have gained their Imperial Grand Premier title to enter this class)

IMPERIAL GRAND PREMIER

In your schedule: -
BREED CLASSES - SECTION 4 FOREIGN - Imperial Class – AV Section 4 Gr PR Neuter
 

To gain the revered title of Imperial Grand Premier your cat will require five Imperial Grand 
Premier Certificates from five different Judges and gained at five different shows.
This class is only for neuters that have already gained their Grand Premier title and your cat will be 
competing against Bengals of other colours and all breeds in the Section 4 eligible for this class.
(It is not permitted for neuters who have already gained their Imperial Grand Premier title to enter this class)

OLYMPIAN CLASSES

In your schedule: -
OLYMPIAN CLASSES – NEUTERS (always at the very beginning of the list of classes.)
 

The Olympian classes are new as of June 2011. They are only open to cats that have gained their 
Imperial Grand Premier title. There are three tiers to gaining Olympian titles, Bronze, Silver and 
Gold. To gain this very highest of GCCF titles a cat must be awarded the Olympian Imperial Grand 
Premier Certificate. One Olympian Certificate for qualifying males in the whole show between all 
sections and one Olympian Certificate for qualifying females in the whole show against all sections 
will be awarded, with a reserve for each. At each tier of award the cat must win five Olympian 
Certificates at five different shows from five different judges before moving up to the next stage. 
Olympian Certificates can also be won at breed shows but only one per tier from a breed show will 
count towards your title.

GAINING A NEW TITLE

When your cat gains the relevant amount of Certificates to be awarded a title the GCCF keeps this 
on file on their computer system and will send you confirmation. You cannot enter a higher class at 
a future show if the published closing date falls before the published date of the show that he/she 
qualified. 



SCHEDULES & FILLING IN YOUR ENTRY FORM

There is a list of the current seasons shows on the GCCF website and this is where Schedules and 
Entry forms can be downloaded or paper copies can be obtained from the Show Manager by 
sending as SAE. Schedules are available from around three months before a show onwards, and the 
closing dates are usually around four weeks before a show but this can vary considerably. 
Here is the link to the list of shows for the current show season: -
https://www.gccfcats.org/show-calendar     

DECIDING WHICH MISCELLANEOUS CLASSES TO ENTER

For my example I shall use my own kitten and presume that it is his first show at  8 month old. He 
is a neutered Brown Spotted Kitten not bred by the exhibitor.
 

DEFINITION OF CLASSES  (but check in your schedule as these can sometimes vary from show to show) 

Novice: Exhibits that have not won a First Prize in any class at a show held under GCCF Rules.
Limit: Exhibits that have not won more than four First Prizes in any class at a show held under 
GCCF Rules.
Special Limit: Exhibits that have won more than four First Prizes in any class at a show held under 
GCCF Rules.
Débutante: Exhibits that have never been shown at a show held under GCCF Rules.
Maiden: Exhibits that have not won a First, Second or Third Prize in any class at a show held under 
GCCF Rules.
Breeders: Exhibits bred by exhibitor/s. Cats originally registered in the Breeders’ joint ownership 
but changed to single ownership of one of the Breeders can still be entered in this class. Cats 
originally registered in the Breeder's single ownership and changed to joint ownership with the 
Breeder should be entered in the Non-Breeders Class.
Non-Breeders: Exhibits not bred by the exhibitor (see above - "Breeders")
Adolescent: Cats over 9 months of age and under 15 months of age on the day of the show.
Junior: Cats over 9 calendar months of age and under 2 years of age on the day of the show.
Senior: Cats 2 years old and over on the day of the show.
Aristocrat: Cats who have won one or more CCs or PCs but are not yet titled.
Radius: Cats within the stated range as shown in the schedule.
Visitors: Cats outside the stated range as shown in the schedule.

Notes:
a) The status of the exhibit for entering restricted classes (ie Maiden, Limit etc) is the cats status on  
the day of entry. 
b) Wins as kittens do not count when the exhibit is shown as an Adult or Neuter.
c) Wins as an Adult do not count when the exhibit is neutered and shown.
d) When counting wins/prizes include all obtained in any class at a show held under GCCF Rules.
 

Apart from his Breed Class I have listed below a list of possible classes that my kitten can enter for 
the Miscellaneous section as listed in a typical schedule.

https://www.gccfcats.org/show-calendar


I have put a star next to the classes my kitten is eligible to enter and marked them on the schedule 
(in this case, I'm using the West of England and South Wales 2014 schedule), so that it will be clear 
to me which classes my kitten is eligible to enter and I can choose from to enter him in.

Below is the Breed class the kitten must enter as listed in the Schedule: -
*417 Brown Spotted Bengal Kitten 
 

Below are the miscellaneous classes for Section 4 Foreign Kittens as listed in the Schedule. I have 
put a star next and in bold to the classes my male kitten, who has never been shown before, is 
eligible to enter. These miscellaneous classes are against other breeds in Section 4 unless otherwise 
stated and may or may not be sex specific: -
 

*806 A.V. Foreign Kitten Male 
808 A.V. Foreign Breeders Kitten Male
*810 A.V. Foreign Non-Breeders Kitten Male
*812 A.V. Foreign Débutante Kitten 
*813 A.V. Foreign Novice Kitten 
*814 A.V. Foreign Maiden Kitten 
*815 A.V. Foreign Limit Kitten 
  816 A.V. Foreign Radius Kitten 
*817 A.V. Foreign Visitors Kitten 

The entry fee allows my kitten to be entered in the relevant Breed Class plus either two or three 
miscellaneous  classes  depending  on  how many  the  show allows.  Though not  necessary,  when 
choosing my classes I have chosen classes that are judged by Bengal Judges as these are Judges that 
my kitten  is  likely  to  be  judged by  in  the  future  and  it  is  helpful  to  know which  Judges  are 
impressed by my kitten.  
Link to list of GCCF Judges and the breeds that they judge: -
https://www.gccfcats.org/Portals/0/A.JudgeStatus.1Mar19.pdf?ver=2019-03-01-201452-410 

For my example, apart from his compulsory class, I have chosen the following three classes as  
allowed in the schedule, and I also include an extra class that I have to pay extra for. 
417 BROWN SPOTTED BENGAL KITTEN (Compulsory Breed Class)
810 A.V. Foreign Non-Breeders Male Kitten
812 A.V. Foreign Débutante Kitten
813 A.V. Foreign Novice Kitten 
817 A.V. Foreign Visitors Kitten
 

HOW TO FILL IN A GCCF SHOW ENTRY FORM

As it can be confusing as to which boxes to fill in, below I show how to fill in the entry form. I have 
used a kitten as Example 1. and a Premier titled neuter as Example 2 to show how to enter the 
Grand Premier class. I would also like him to be considered for Best of Breed, so I have ticked the 
BOB box. He will then be judged along with the female neuter winner for Best of Breed by the 
Breed class Judge. I have used the entry form below as an example.

https://www.gccfcats.org/Portals/0/A.JudgeStatus.1Mar19.pdf?ver=2019-03-01-201452-410


On the reverse of the form you will need to fill in the amount you need to pay depending on if you 
are a club member, if you want to pre-order a catalogue, want to book a double pen, or want to enter 
extra classes etc. Add your name and address, sign and date the form and send it to the appropriate 
person with your cheque and an SAE or postcard so that you can receive confirmation that you are 
officially entered in the show. Nowadays you are also able to enter some shows online.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

TYPES OF SHOW

So far I have only mentioned Championship shows. There are three other types of show, two of 
which you are not able to gain title Certificates and which I describe below. The third is the The 
Supreme Cat Show. 

SANCTION SHOWS

These shows are 'beginner' shows run by new clubs and they can be all breed or a specific breed 
club. The club must show that they can successfully hold three Sanction shows before the GCCF 
allows it to progress onto holding Championship shows. 
These shows are usually small and not held in the large Leisure Centres that you are likely to find 
Championship shows held in. My very first show was the first Exemption show held by the Bengal 
Cat Club and this was held in a small village hall near Swindon!
As I said, there are no titles  to be gained and no title Certificates to be won., though Merit 
Certificates can be won by Assessment cats. They are however, run on the same lines as the 
Championship shows with Open classes, Miscellaneous classes, Club classes and Best in Show. 
Cats that are already titled are eligible to enter these shows and there is usually a section for 
Household Pets (HHP) and Pedigree Pets as is the norm at Championship shows. Cats entered into 
the HHP and Pet Pedigree section are able to compete for GCCF title Certificates such as Master, 
Grand Master, and Imperial Grand Master . Please be aware that kittens entered into the HHP and 
Pet Pedigree section must be neutered by the age of 6 months. You can enter these shows if your cat 



is titled or untitled.
The club must, to the satisfaction of the GCCF, have successfully held three Sanction shows in 
order to be licensed to go on to hold Championship shows.

CHAMPIONSHIP SHOWS

Championship shows can be all breed, section or specialist breed shows. On offer at these shows are 
title Certificates and Merit Certificates in Assessment Classes. Titles can be gained and the much 
coveted Best in Show is competed for. It is a great honour and a wonderful feeling that the judges 
have thought so highly of your cat or kitten should you be lucky enough to see your cat or kitten up 
there in the limelight of the Best in Show pens.

THE SUPREME CAT SHOW

The Supreme Cat Show is the highlight of the GCCF's showing calendar and it is held annually at 
the end of October at the NEC near Birmingham.
It is very different from any other cat show as it's run on the 'ring system'. Title Certificates can be 
won by Adult and Neuter pedigree cats and also HHP's and Pedigree Pets. There are no 
Miscellaneous classes or Club classes and each cat is in a double pen which can be decorated as you 
wish, although each year there is a show theme and there is huge competition between exhibitors to 
be judged the winner.
Information about the Supreme, photos of previous winners and fabulously decorated show pens, rules, regulations and 
the show format can be downloaded from the GCCF website: -
https://www.gccfcats.org/Show-Information/Supreme-Show 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
SHOW DAY!

On the day of the show you will be required to have your cat checked at vetting in. Check your 
schedule for the time, usually from around 7.45 – 9.30 in the morning and you will have to produce 
your cats Vaccination Certificate to prove that your cat is up to date with inoculations.
When you arrive you will be given an envelope with your cats name and pen number on it, your 
catalogue voucher if you have pre-paid for one and entry sticker/s. You must give this envelope to 
the vet to sign when he has finished examining your cat.
Find your pen in the hall and thoroughly wipe inside the pen with a disinfected cloth. A good cat 
friendly brand is Safe4Pets. You must have with you a white blanket measuring 2ft x 2ft, (4ft x 2ft 
if you have booked a double pen), a white water bowl with hooks to fix to the back of the pen, and a 
white litter tray. Everything must be white so that no pen can be distinguishable from another, as 
the Judges do not know the cats names or who owns them. These items can usually be bought at the 
show,  but it is best to be prepared just in case the kitty stall hasn't turned up! When you have put 
everything in the pen, gently place your cat inside. Some food and a toy can be put in the pen for 
him to play with until judging starts.
At around 10am everyone is required to leave the hall so that main Certificate judging can begin. 
Take his toy and food dish out of the pen and everything else except the blanket, litter tray, water 
bowl and anything you may have on top of the pen. You must now leave him until the show opens 

https://www.gccfcats.org/Show-Information/Supreme-Show


at around 1pm. On the way out you can collect your show catalogue if you have pre-paid for one, or 
if not you can buy one at the door on your way out.
Time for coffee and looking at the catalogue to see who your cat is up against! As time goes on the 
result slips will begin to appear on the results board. Look at the class number, then find your pen 
number. If your cat has been placed 1st, 2nd or 3rd it will be marked next to your cats pen number 
along with any award the cat has been awarded by the Judge. At the bottom of the Breed class result 
slip will be a number and this is the pen number of the cat that has been awarded Best of Breed. The 
miscellaneous class results are usually judged in the afternoon after the Judges have finished their 
lunch, so these result will take longer to be put on the result board. When the show is open to the 
public at around 1pm you will be allowed back into the hall to see your cat and give him some food, 
tidy his pen and make a fuss of him. At this point you can leave food and a small toy in his pen if 
you know that your Breed class has been judged. 
Best in Show is normally judged late afternoon and this is the highlight of the show, especially if 
your cat has been selected and taken to the decorated Best in Show pens. After this has finished, all 
results are in and all Award Certificates given out the Show Manager will announce the closing of 
the show, usually between 4.30 – 5pm. 
I began showing Bengal cats in 1999 but wasn't computer literate at the time so I had to learn by 
experience.  I do hope you find this article both informative and helpful so that both you and your 
cat can enjoy your show experience together. That's it! You have sailed through your first show and 
hopefully you will be taking home some lovely rosettes to commemorate your day! 

REMEMBER
YOU ALWAYS TAKE THE BEST CAT HOME!!

www.bengalcat-ziggianshowcats.co.uk
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